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HOW TO ASSIGN 
MONETARY VALUE 
TO CYBER RISK:
Moving on from control maturity 
to assess control effectiveness 
together with inherent risk
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There are various reasons for an organization to conduct 
a cyber risk assessment. Some organizations like to know 
and understand their cyber risk exposure to manage them 
accordingly and others have to do it because it is a regulatory 
requirement. Most often if a cyber risk assessment shall be 
conducted, a control maturity assessment is performed. 

The Impact x Likelihood definition of risk, indicates that performing a risk assessment is likely to be more 
than a control maturity assessment, measuring how established, formal and structured controls are.

To be able to fully evaluate the cyber risk of an organization, the inherent risk with its impact and 
likelihood together with the control effectiveness needs to be assessed. Performing this type of cyber 
risk assessment not only helps organizations to run their Information Security or Cyber Security Program 
(ISP/CSP) on an informed risk basis, but enables them to effectively quantify their cyber risk and allow 
them to translate cyber risks into quantified monetary terms.

CONTROL MATURITY 
ASSESSMENT

RISK-BASED APPROACH 

If an organization decides to perform a cyber risk 
assessment, often just a control maturity assessment 
is being conducted. The National Institute of Standards 
and Technology (NIST) Cyber Security Framework (CSF) 
is commonly used across different organizations and 
industries to conduct such a control maturity assessment. 
This assessment tells an organization which controls it 
has in place and gives a maturity rating for their control 
environment through the NIST CSF four maturity levels. 
These ratings range between 1 and 4.

Experience shows it can be challenging for non-cybersecurity 
or non-cyber-risk professionals to understand what different 
ratings mean for an organization, or how to judge the 
difference between a rating, for example, how to gauge the 
impact of a 2.9 or 3.4 rating in the function ‘Protect’.

The decimal scores between 1-4 of the maturity levels 
under the NIST CSF headings: “Identify”, “Protect”, “Detect”, 
“Respond”, and “Recover” work well for organizations to 
benchmark themselves with peers in the same industry, but 
this assessment is not the same as a cyber risk assessment.

Why is a control maturity assessment not enough to 
comprehensively assess the cyber risk of an organization,  
an asset or a process?

A control maturity assessment derives whether an 
organization is on top of their cybersecurity posture in terms 
of controls, but it may not fully reveal how an organization 
is managing their cyber risk or even how big its cyber 
risk exposure really is. Knowing and understanding an 
organization’s cyber risk has a competitive advantage: 
providing a forward-looking view on cyber risk management. 
As no organization has unlimited resources available, each 
must prioritize where to spend budgets, time and efforts 
to safeguard their enterprise. One approach is to prioritize 
spending and investment by running risk-based ISP / CSP, 
allocating resources where the biggest cyber risks are. To 
identify and manage the biggest risks, an analysis or a cyber 
risk assessment must be conducted, otherwise spending can 
be influenced by discretionary decisions.
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CYBER RISK ASSESSMENT
To evaluate the cyber risk of an organization it’s necessary to know the inherent risk and the control effectiveness. T 
his shows the level of residual risk: Inherent Risk – Controls = Residual Risk.

Assessing the inherent cyber risk of an organization is key to understanding how effectively controls are at protecting 
against specific inherent risk. Depending on the risk appetite of an organization, the following options are available for 
treatment of the residual risk: (1) avoid, (2) transfer, (3) mitigate or (4) accept risks.

The risk assessment methodology can be structured along the following sequence:

CONTROL 
IDENTIFICATION3

In this phase the control environment will be analyzed and existing controls, which are treating a 
particular inherent risk, will be identified. Identifying controls is essentially a mapping exercise, 
where controls are mapped to the corresponding risks. Noticeably, one control can be mapped 
to different risks. Some organization would only map essential controls, which can be referred 
to as key controls. As a general guideline, key controls are treating risks above a certain severity 
level. Organizations usually have their controls inventoried in a control library.

INHERENT RISK 
ASSESSMENT2 During this phase the actual inherent risk assessment will be conducted. Inherent risks are the 

ones an organization is facing when no controls are in place. The concept of ‘no controls’ needs 
to be put in relation to the context an organization is operating in. There will often be basic 
controls in place when operating within social and civic rules and regulations.

INHERENT RISK 
IDENTIFICATION1

This phase is to identify the inherent risks, which are relevant to the organization. The risk 
identification process is usually a manual step while identifying risks to which the organization 
could be exposed to. The outcome of this exercise should be a catalog of risks, which will be 
assessed during the subsequent phase.

DERIVE 
RESIDUAL RISK5 In this last phase the residual risk will be derived from the equation 

Inherent Risk – Controls = Residual Risk. The residual risk evaluation 
should be a defined and automated step, to avoid any subjectivity.

CONTROL 
EFFECTIVENESS 
ASSESSMENT4

The control effectiveness assessment phase will evaluate all previously identified controls 
regarding their design and operating effectiveness. The design effectiveness rating tells how 
effective a control is treating a specific risk in theory or if it is the right control for this purpose. 
The operating effectiveness rating represents how effectively the control is treating a specific 
risk in the context of the organization.

FIGURE 1: RISK ASSESSMENT SEQUENCE 
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TABLE 1: EXAMPLE OF INHERENT RISK IMPACT ASSESSMENT 

RISKS
FINANCIAL 
IMPACT 

OPERATIONAL 
IMPACT 

REGULATORY 
IMPACT 

LEGAL  
IMPACT 

BRAND &  
REPUTATIONAL 
IMPACT 

TOTAL  
IMPACT

LIKELIHOOD/ 
PROBABILITY

INHERENT 
RISK

Cyber Risk High  
2M - 10M US$

Low  
< 500k US$

Moderate
500k - 2M US$

Moderate
500k - 2M S$

Low  
< 500k US$

Moderate
500k - 2M US$

Likely 50 % -  
75 % once every 
two to four years

High

Following the inherent risk identification, the inherent risk assessment can be performed. In this context the likelihood and 
the impact of the identified inherent risk can be evaluated. Assessing the likelihood or the probability of a risk could be 
done by looking at historical internal and external data as well as the threat landscape, as input factors. 

It is recommended to categorize the likelihood into four to six ranges:

This categorization should be aligned with the kind of business an organization is conducting as well as with any 
internally existing risk matrixes. Assessing the impact of a risk is similar. 

It is recommended to categorize the impact into four to six ranges, with the values aligned to the 
organization’s revenue and profit:

To assess impacts more accurately and more specific, impact pillars can be introduced. For every pillar the impact 
will be evaluated. 

Here’s an example of five impact pillars:

At the end of an inherent risk assessment an organization should be able to define the following overview:

UNLIKELY  
(< 25%)  

(less than once in eight years)

POSSIBLE  
(25% - 50%)  

(once every five to seven years)

LIKELY  
(50% - 75%)  

(once every two to four years)

ALMOST CERTAIN  
(> 75%)  

(at least once per year)

MAJOR 
(> 10M US$)

HIGH 
(2M - 10M US$)

MODERATE 
(500k - 2M US$)

LOW
(< 500k US$)

FINANCIAL 
IMPACT

OPERATIONAL 
IMPACT

REGULATORY 
IMPACT

LEGAL  
IMPACT

BRAND & 
REPUTATIONAL 

IMPACT
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TABLE 2: EXAMPLE FOR THE DESCRIPTION FOR BRAND & REPUTATIONAL IMPACT PILLAR 

IMPACT

SEVERITY LEVELS BRAND AND REPUTATIONAL IMPACT

Major 
(> 10M US$)

The image of the organization is severely damaged. There are accusations from internal and external 
parties. There is a severe customer loss. There is a severe impact on the current market value. There 
is international media attention.

High  
(2M - 10M US$)

The image of the organization is relevantly impacted. There are internal and external complaints 
from impacted groups and third parties. There is a customer loss. There is a relevant impact on the 
current market value. There is domestic media attention.

Moderate  
(500k - 2M US$)

The image of the organization is little impacted. There are internal and external complaints from 
impacted people or groups. There is no customer loss. There is little impact on the current market 
value. There is local media attention.

Low 
(< 500k US$)

The image of the organization is not impacted. There are internal and external complaints from affected 
people or groups possible. There is no impact on the current market value. There is no media attention.

IMPACT RISK APPETITE

Major 
(> 10M US$ ) Moderate High Major Major

High  
(2M – 10M US$ ) Moderate High High Major

Moderate  
(500k – 2M US$) Low Moderate High High RISK APPETITE

Low 
(< 500k US$) Low Low Moderate Moderate LIKELIHOOD

Unlikely  
(< 25%) Less than 
once in eight years

Possible
(25% – 50%)

Once every five  
to seven years

Likely
(50 % – 75%)

Once every two  
to four years

Almost Certain
(> 75%)

At least once  
per year

PROBABILITY

The example below shows how an overview such as the one shown in table 1 can be achieved. What is 
required first is to define the five impact pillars across the different severity levels. Starting with probably the 
most challenging one: Brand & Reputational Impact is shown here as an example.

For all the remaining impact pillars (Financial Impact, Operational Impact, Regulatory Impact, Legal Impact) in 
Table 1 a similar description is needed.

For the “Total Impact” in Table 1 an average calculation across the five impact pillar values was made, which led to 
“Moderate (500k – 2M US$)” as the inherent risk impact value. As mentioned above, the “Likelihood/Probability” in 
Table 1 has been estimated as Likely (50% – 75% and once every two to four year).

To measure the final cyber risk, a risk matrix like that shown in figure 2 can be helpful. In this example, impact is 
Moderate, likelihood (or probability) is Likely, this intersection defines the inherent cyber risk as high.

FIGURE 2: EXAMPLE OF A RISK MATRIX WITH RISK APPETITE 

Residual cyber risk Inherent cyber risk



THE BENEFITS OF A RISK-BASED APPROACH AND CONTROL 
MATURITY ASSESSMENT

At this point the inherent risk has been assessed, leading to 
the next step in the risk assessment sequence: assessing 
the control environment and the control effectiveness of the 
relevant controls for the inherent cyber risk.

A defined model is needed to assess the design 
effectiveness and operating effectiveness of controls, and 
how these are linked to each other. This gives a control 
effectiveness rating, usually described as (1) effective, (2) 
partially effective, (3) ineffective.

To evaluate the residual cyber risk a model needs to be 
developed, if it is not already in place. This dictates how to 
combine the two input parameters – inherent risk rating and 
the control effectiveness – to derive the residual risk. 

There are wide-ranging benefits from translating cyber risk 
into monetary terms. For some organizations this could mean 
their cyber risk capital allocation would need to be in that 
range. For others it could be that for an acquisition they like to 
know the cyber risk of the target company and therefore can 
make a better-informed investment decision.

There are organizations which like perform a cyber risk 
assessment on a more detailed level than the example level 
shown here. The presented approach works on every risk 
type level of the risk taxonomy, even on a level where risk 
scenarios are defined.

There are some considerations to increasing this level of 
detail. First, the more detailed an assessment, the larger the 
effort to implement it and keep it updated. Second, with every 
increase in the level of detail, there will be a question on how 
to aggregate risks from detailed, granular levels to broader, 
general levels, because the board of directors, the leadership 
team or stakeholders of an organization often prefer to work 
with overall judgements of residual cyber risk and are less 
focused on all of the risk details. In the example worked through 
in this briefing, the average calculation was chosen to aggregate 
the five different impact pillars ratings into a Total Impact. 

In our example, the result of this model shows that based on 
the level of control effectiveness, the inherent risk has been 
mitigated from High to a Moderate level of residual risk, 
within risk appetite.

NIST defines risk appetite as the types and amount of risk, 
on a broad level, an organization is willing to accept in its 
pursuit of value. Controls only mitigate risks by reducing the 
likelihood or probability of occurrence; they do not reduce the 
impact. However, there are cases where the impact may be 
partially covered – if an organization has a cyber insurance 
policy, for example.

In our example the residual cyber risk for the organization is 
500k to 2M US$ over the next 5 to 7 years.

The average function could also be leveraged for risk 
aggregation on a particular risk-type level. Where this is the 
case, there is a question of the best way to aggregate risks, 
if they mutually affect each other in an increasing, neutral or 
decreasing manner.

As presented, this approach could work for assessing the 
cyber risk of an organization, and it would also work for any 
kind of assets or processes.

To come back to the commonly-used control maturity 
assessment. This still has a role where a risk-based approach 
is being used. Conducting a controls maturity assessment 
independently from a cyber risk assessment is helpful for 
organizations to evaluate an organization’s current maturity 
level of their control environment. That can be evaluated 
and used to define a target level, and provides a guide for 
developing a roadmap on how to get to the target state.

Bringing inherent risk, risk likelihood and control effectiveness 
to information and cyber security allows a full and economic 
evaluation of the cyber risks facing an organization, bringing 
a focus to control maturity assessments, and providing 
competitive advantage through informed decision-making 
and focused resource allocation.
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